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Please bring something for the raffle.

November Demo with Kathy Benson
The evening started off as Elaine Jeche was presented with an adjustable wheeled table by Lindsay as a token of

appreciation for her work as Club Treasurer.

Web Master Tom Lau displayed his beautifully framed reproduction block print from GSBF as Best Club
Website under one year! See enlargement on the left for a view of the print. Great work Tom !

Every year Golden State Bonsai Federation (GSBF) Golden
Statements (GS) Magazine hosts the best club website and club

newsletter contests. It is an opportunity to judge club websites and

newsletters for their quality, communications of club activities and

information, and creativity of the webmasters and editors throughout
GSBF.

Joe Galgoul introduces Kathy Benson (1) for her repotting
presentation as this month’s demonstrator. The Black Pine is one she
had worked on almost 20 years ago with John Naka (see the below

left). He had suggested that all but one branch be removed. As you
can see above, she followed his suggestion and look at the results!
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The pine needed to be repotted because the tree was not as

healthy as it could be and had yellowed vegetation and less than vigorous growth.
The new pot she chose was similar in shape to the old pot but was just a little

larger. It was a little early to repot but if done carefully and if not all of the soil is

removed she said it is possible. However she also said that pines can be repotted
anytime. It is important to note that mycorrhizae is important for the growth of
pines so some of the old soil containing the fungus must remain.

Although repotting is not as exciting as watching a bonsai emerge from a n

untrained plant, it is fundamentally more important in bonsai. Kathy starts with a
basic formula for
soil from Cheryl
Manning during
Pine 20 years ago

her studies in

Japan. The soil

mixture consists of 4-5 parts of Akadama, 1 part
pumice, 1 part decomposed granite, and 1 part
scoria (lava rocks). For decidious plants more

Akadama, with maples add red wood bark (small
orchid mix). Lindsay uses EB Stone cactus mix
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supplemented with Akadama. The soil mixture must

be sifted so all the fine particles are removed. The most important thing about soil is that it has to have good

drainage. There is no defined soil mixture that will work with every plant and person. The soil composition depends

on the climate, location and micro environment and it needs to be personalized to the plant.

The right hand picture (3), on the bottom left, shows samples of the soil components. The final soil mixture is in the

bin on the top left. The pots show wires that have been strung through the drainage hole, that are used to tie down
the tree to the pot. Note the short piece of wood that is used to anchor the wires through the hole (4). Pictures

show steps for preparing the plant for the pot, then securely attached to the pot with the guide wires as shown in the
final photo.
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With some plants, like the Blue Atlas Cedar and C ork Oak, the

soil can only be

replace partially
at a single time

(i.e. in quarters).

Placing gravel

on the bottom
of the pot does
not help with

drainage, it just

holds the water
closer to the

roots. Kathy
Working anchor wires with a wood
blook through the pot hole

keeps a record
and photos of

her plants and when they were repoted, a practice that we all have
follow.

Miscellaneous notes:

Twisting anchor wires together to hold the
plant in place in the pot.

1. Usually January
through March are the
best times for repotting.
2. Get the soil and pot
ready before beginning
to repot.
3. Keep the roots moist
by misting with water.
4. Don’t touch the bark
of older trees especially
pines because the bark
is easily damaged and
Wires anchor the root ball to the pot
shown before soil has been added

removed by handling.
5. Use a saw blade to

cut out the tree from the pot and to remove about half of the soil.
6. Water well, till the water runs clear out of the drainage hole. Mist the tree top to keep the tree happy.
7. Keep in the shade for 2 weeks, mist daily, water well, make sure there are no air spaces in the soil, can begin to
fertilize after a month.

Cookie / Snack sign-up for the January meeting.
Joe Galgoul and Shirley Quan. Thank you for signing up!

Events
Baikoen Christmas Party, December 13, 2015, 1pm, at Lindsay and Debbie’s house
California Aiseki Kai, December 26 - January 3, 2016
Location: Huntington Library, 10:30am to 4:30pm

California Aiseki Kai: 26th Anniversary Exhibition of Viewing Stones Show at the Botanical Center of
the Huntington Library and Botanical Gardens, 1151 Oxford Road. Hours are 10:30 AM – 4:30 PM
each day (Closed New Year’s Day). Free parking. For more information see our website:
www.aisekikai.com and/or contact sashaichris@gmail.com
January 1 – April 24, 2016 Oakland, California
California Suiseki Society and San Francisco Suiseki Kai: are featured with the work of sculptor

Jedediah Caesar at Unearthed: Found + Made, a new exhibition at the Oakland Museum of California,
1000 Oak Street. The Suiseki, all found in California, share a process with Caesar who imitates
geological processes in making his sculptures, sometimes encasing found objects from the urban
environment in clear or colored resin. For further information go

to http://museumca.org/exhibit/unearthed-found-made

Baikoen Bonsai Kenkyukai: Winter Silhouette Show, January 16-17, 2016
Location: Los Angeles Arboretum, 10:30am to 4:30pm

Baikoen Bonsai Kenkyukai will be conducting its annual Winter Silhouette show where trees will be
displayed in their leafless form during Martin Luther King Jr. Holiday Weekend at the Los Angeles
Arboretum. Longtime club member Marge Blasimgame will be honored at this show. There will be a

benefit dinner and auction on Saturday January 16, 2016. It is one of the oldest show running in the
Southern California region and has been a tradition for 50 plus years. For more information, contact
Lindsay Shiba at (626) 806-0937 or Ken Teh at hanyuls@yahoo.com

Bay Island Bonsai: January 23 – 24, 2016 Lakeside Garden Center, 666 Bellevue Ave. Hours 10 AM
– 4 PM Oakland, California
Annual Bonsai Exhibit, auction at 1 PM on Saturday, with preview at Noon. Workshop on Sunday
open to the bonsai community. Guided tours of the exhibit Saturday and Sunday. Vendor sales, club

sales, educational bonsai material for sale and a special pot sale this year. Entry to the exhibit is free,
donations accepted. Learn more and register for the workshop by calling (510) 919-5042 or
visit http://bayislandbonsai.com/bib-annual-exhibit/.
Bonsai-A-Thon XX, February 27-28, 2016
Location: Huntington Library, 8:00am to 4:30pm

Bonsai-A-Thon XX at The Huntington Library and Botanical Gardens, 1151 Oxford Road; annual

fundraiser for the GSBF Collection at The Huntington. Admission to the event is free with Bonsai-AThon “early bird” registration between 8 AM – 9 AM. Event hours are 8 AM – 4:30 PM both days.

Pancake breakfast, a tour hosted by Jim Folsom (Director of the Garden), demonstrations, lunch, bonsai
exhibits, large sales area, raffle and auction. Sunday only: a behind the scenes tour of The Huntington
Bonsai Nursery with Ted Matson. For more information, contact Bill Wawrychuk at (818)790-9415
or b_wawrychuk@yahoo.com.

2016 Program/Demonstrator List
January 16 & 17, 2016
January 28, 2016

February 25, 2016
March 24, 2016

April 28, 2016
May 26, 2016
June 23, 2016

Winter Silhouette Show
July 28, 2016

August no meeting
September 22, 2016

October 27, 2016

November 17, 2016
December no meeting
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